October 17, 2017

Board Members on call:

Brant Bamberg, Jodi Stoddard, Stacey Seifert, Paul Bottini, Dusty Sagers, Mark Massey, Jason Grubb, Sam Stoddard, Sam Smith, Carmen Denison, Randy Hebert, Galen Shumaker, Kash Cattoor, Kevin Hollingsworth, Jimmy Lovelady, Jake Joelkel, Allen Good, Fred Matthews,

Missing:

Terry Kennedy, Kaigen Lamar, Rocky Southway,

Other on call:

Ginger Myers

Franchise discussion – copyright trademark possible infringement with a t-shirt using the National logo on t-shirts. Currently NLBRA has not secured the logo and that is in progress.

Co-sanctioning of rodeos. This was voted upon and the Board voted that co-sanctioning of rodeo is not something that NLBRA is going to support. This discussion and vote took place in the July 17, 2017 meeting call. The Big Sky Rodeo is advertising that they are co-sanctioning with other organizations. A certified letter will be sent to Big Sky stating that co-sanctioning is not supported by NLBRA.

Issues on Facebook regarding Jr. Iron Man and the way the NLBRA Qualifiers were chosen by the Board. Discussion was held regarding a blog posted regarding unhappiness over Kash Cattoor not being chosen as one of the NLBRA Qualifiers chosen by the Board to the Jr. Iron Man to be held at the Timed Event Championships in March 2018.

The Jr. Iron Man is not in the NLBRA Rulebook and it is a program that has been provided as an offering from one of the NLBRA partners. This is similar to the Resistol Rookie program or the optional Jackpot at the NLBRA Finals.

Criteria was set by the Ironman Committee and the committee felt that they chose and recommended the best 5 candidates for the spots. This recommendation was voted upon by the full Board. The candidates chosen all had points in all events.